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DOCUMENT I 

Introduction 

COMMUNICATION OF THE COMMISSION TO THE COUNCIL 

A Community Policy for Data Processing 

1. The Summit Conference called for the progressive and effective 

opening of public sector purchaaes and for the establishment, in 

the advanced technology industries, of oomptitive companies at 

European level. In few industries are these objectives more relevant 

than in data-processing. Now the third largest world industry after 

chemicals and care, growing at some 15% per year in the U.S.A. and 

20% per year in Europe (see Annex point 1 for details), it 

penetrates increasingly virtually every walk of life, ~~aneforming 

management and administration, education and science. The very 

structure of society may be determined in the future by the way it 

uses information systems. As labour-intensive industries move towards 

developing countries, Europe needs to develop,rapidly, industries requi

ring concentrated ekille of n high level; of theee data-processing is 
a classic case. 

2. Yet though European minds conceived many of the baaic concepts 

of the industry and Europe still has a powerful intellectual and 

technical potential in this field, it has yet to transform it into 

effective industrial strength. Over 90% of the computers installed 

in Europe are based on American technology. Some 60% of the world of 

European market ie held by a single dominant firm ba.eed outside Europe 

(IBM). Though this company has made and continues to make a maoeive 

contribution to the commercial application of data processing, ita 

position enables it to determine the pattern of prices and standards, 

to dictate the pace of commercial innovation and the pattern of the 

market. In no other Hey industry is a Bingle firm DO dominant in 

both Europe and the world. The Commission, in accordance with its 

obligations under Article 86of the Treaty establishing the European 

Economic Community, will be vigilant to ensure that there ie no abuse 

of ouch a dominant position. 
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3· The most effective guarantee of good behaviour is, however, the exis

tence of strong and viable competitors. Competition is at present 

provided by other international companies based outside Europe and 

operating within it (see TAnnex point 2), but there is no certainty 

that they will remain in the competitive race and the social, poli

tical and economic importance of this industry are such that Europe 

cannot afford to opt out altogether. 

4. A flourishing European data processing industry must include strong 

european based companies in both hardware and software aide by side 

with the important companies controlled from outside Europe. In an 

expanding market there is room for both. 

5. The leading world position of the American companies owes much to 

commercial skill and good management, but much, too, to the fact 

that the United States first provided a rich Continental market for 

the commercial applications of data processing, while in the last 

twenty years the Federal Government has provided a huge, sophisti

cated market for the U.S. industry and stimulated its growth by 

development contracts (See Annex point 3). 

Any support needed in the next few years by the infant industry in 

Europe must not be seen as a form of permanent protection, but as 

a mean of redressing this imbalance by providing comparable opportu

nities to the European-based companies so that they too can acquire 

continental, indeed world dimensions, and stand competitively on 

their own feet. 

A Community policy for d~t~ processing must include two main types 

of actions : to develop the capacity of the European-based industry 

and to promote the effective use of data-processing. These main 

thrusts of activity need to be complemented by a limited number of 

background measures. This communication will examine the problema 

in this order concluding with proposals for Community action. 
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A. Building a strong European-baaed industry 

Central Proceasore 

6. At the strategic heart of computing eysteme ia the central brain or 

processor (IBM's 370 aeries, rCL'a new range, Unidata's new X aeries 

from err, Philips and Siemens for instance). Europe's most evident 

industrial problem in computers is to develop a viable structure capa

ble of competing with the dominant producer in the development, pro

duction and marketing of such n range. 

?. In pursuit of this objective, at least three Governments (the British, 

French and German) have, in the past ten years, supported national 

computer companies, by means of financial support for computer deve

lopment and preferential purchasing policies, details of which are 

given in the Annex, Point 3· The share of world markets of the four 

lending European computer companies (ICL, err, Siemens and Philips) 

together is, however, approximately 6 %, or roughly equal to the smal

lest of the remaining American competitors with the world leader. 

Both the losses made by certain European companies in the past and much 

evidence (See Annex point 4), suggest that separately, European-based 

firms will have great difficulty in attaining the minimum necessary 

scale to be economically viable on their own without perma~ent Govern

ment subsidy. The breakneck speed of growth in the market (some 20 % 
per year) means that companies have to work hard to maintain even their 

existing market shares. A regrouping of the industry which respecte 

the rules of competition under the Treaty is the only route to a major 

jump in relative size. 

8. To be fully successful and competitive, a computer company should 

penetrate and have access to the major advanced markets of the United 

States and Japan. Collaborative agreements with non-dominant compa

nies outside Europe offer one mean of acquiring this, and of tapping 

new technology and capital resources. But such partnerships can only 

bring their full benefits to Europe if they are based on a real equi

librium between the partners and not on an open or disguised absorp

tion of the European firm. A regrouping of the major Eurbpean baaed 

firms must be seen as n key objective, making it easier not harder to 

find balanced relationships with firma outside. 
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9. It is for the companies concerned to oeek out and negotiate 

with compatible industrial partnero and.eubject always to a 

~ore through examination of the terms of the agreement, the 

Commission welcomeD the formation of Unidata (by Siemens, 

CII and Philips) and the discussions going on with a view to 

further regrouping.Governmente and the Community also have an 

important part to play by ensuring that procurement policy 

does not obstruct such movea and by pooling the financial 

resources with which they support the industry. It must be a 

legitimate concern of the Community and of Member States to 

rationalize and control public financial support for the data

processing industry in favour of the strongest poasible in

dustrial groupings. 

10. Even if all the major European baaed companies grouped into 

a single entity, there would be no danger of monopoly or market 

domination given the incomparably greater aize and strength of 
IBM. Such a combination is however unlikely in the immediate 

future, given the existing plans of the key companies; in the 

next three years the two major ~roupa of companies may continue 

t.o coexiat competing with each other in the marketing of aeparate 

~cries of comput~ra. 

11. In thio situation, Community policy for the aupport of the 

industry can usefully be seen in two phaoeo : in the short run, nt 

leaet n limited collaboration, falling ehort of a full merger or 

combination, should be encouraged, both to achieve enda uoeful 

in themaolves and to p~epare the way for a further induatrial 

combination later. Stopa by the induatry towards such a 

combination would facilitate the development, in a subsequent 

phase, of n more coherent and complete Community programme for 

the aupport of the data processing industry and ito applications. 

Success in the second phase will largely depend on the effective

ness of collaboration in the first. Here a look at the other 

sectora of the industry - pcripherale, electronic componente and 

software - io neccasnry, for they too are esaentinl to n 

strong industry. 
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Peripherals 

12. What has been loosely called "Peripheral equipment" comprisee 

more than half the value of the hardware in new systems, and this 

share is growing,for computing systems increasingly involve an 

ever-widening range of terminals for tranomitting and receiving 

information linked by networks to a central brain or brains, as well 

as a number of functional units (eg. memories, storage capacity, 

which are essential to, but detached from, the central processor). 

In the production of terminal peripherals and small computers, a 

number of specialised European firms have already proved successful. 

Some of these are small; some, like Olivetti, the largest European 

firm in this field, or Nixdorf, are comparatively large. Yet the 

"near-in" peripheralo which form an essential part of all oyotemo 

(disc-units tape decks etc.) are dominated by external producers 

and the overall picture is of a growing payments deficit and 

technological dependence in a key sector of the industry. 

13. In terminal equipment, there are good commercial opportunities for 

•• 

a variety of European companies to enlarge their market share, and 

the most appropriate general form of public support at Community 

level for innovation appears to be the proposed Community Contracts 

for Industrial Development.• At the same time, if the european 

based manufacturers of central processors are to become an effective 

force, they may need to pool research, production and marketing 

capabilities for certain "near-in peripherals". Further examination 

at Community level is needed to see whether a specific limited 

programme of joint support for ouch development is needed in the 

form of "programme-oriented" development contracts.•• 

• The Commission's current proposal on Community Contracts for 

Industrial Development ~Doc. COM (72)710 final July 1972_7 

is designed to support collaborative innovations of small to 

medium/size proposed by companies from any sector of industry • 

A different form of development contracts which may be called 

"programme-oriented development contracts" will be needed to support 

collaborative developments in the framework of specific sector pro

grammes such as data processing. In such cases the Council,on tho 

bnsie of proposals from thoCommieeionwould decide the objectives of 

a programme and allocate the appropriate funds. 
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Electronic componento 

14. Componento form n third major element in the computer induatry; 

thin too grown in relative importance no the mnnufncturern learn 

to group hundreds of electronic circuits upon a tiny chip (oee 

Annex point 5). Here the first need of the computer manufacturer 

in to have ncceao to the latent technology at the lowest possible 

price. In part thio noed may be met by purchnoing from outside 

compnnien, including compnniea baaed outoide Europe. Some 

internal capability is however needed, both to make uoe of the 

latest component technology in ayotem denign, nnd no n guarantee 

that companies hnve ncceaa to the moat advanced technology. 

15. The overall problema of Europo'o semiconductor industry, now 

entering the crucial phnoe of developing Large Scale Integration, 

will be diacunaed in n neparate paper from the Commisaion. More 

special to the computer induotry is the need to participate in 

the latent memory technologieo (LSI, Bubble memories, holography 

and no on) any of which may prove later to have great induntrial 

importance. Thone fieldn require an important effort of research 

and development, if the European based computer industry is not to 

run the risk of being left behind by radical new developments in 

the latter years of thin decade. Here again a joint development 

effort involving tho main computer companies would be eeeenti~l 

nnd could be started now 7 using programme-oriented development 
contracts. 

Software Burenua and Consultancy 

16. Buying the "Software" the programmes by which the information 

and needs of the outoide world are translated into computer 

language - costa as much to the user, in moat computer ayatema, 

no the hardware; and n strong induatry io equally important for 

Europe (for details, nee Annex point 6). 

17. The development of the software induntry han been led from the 

United States because of the ntrength of the American!hardware 

induotry and because the market for new applicationo is both 

larger and tends to develop there firnt. But because nize of 
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firm and investments are leaa important, the European induetry 

ia leas at a diaadvantage than in hardware and in thoae fielda 

where European firma are active and well managed they can 

provide programmea and aervices competitive with thoae in the 

United States. 

18. Certain weaknesaea, however, might be usefully redreased by 

Community policies. Deopite the formal "unbundling" introduced 

by IBM, which is far the lnrgeat software company, a grent many 

uaer aoftware progrnmmea are in fact tied to particular typee 

of hnrdwnre, or ndnpted, nt n coat, from progrnmmea deaigned 

for them. There is a need to develop a real "market" in uaer 

software in which applications programme packagea are enaily 

transferable from one type of machine to another. There will 

be an incentive to develop such transferable packages if 

public users jointly commit themselves to use them. There 

is also a case for uaing programme-oriented Community 

development contracts to support the development of "Bridgeware" 

programmes which make it posaible to transfer existing npplica

tiona from one machine to another. Further study ia also 

needed to define menno of protecting property rights of software 

products. 

19. There is also n need to atimulate European capabilities, parti

cularly in the public sector, by joint applications development 

programmes, which will place the European producurs well for ser

ving future public needs. Such programmes, if carried out by 

consortia or associationa of European software and if necessary 

hardware companies, would net as a spur for the regrouping of an 

industry parts of which are too ~ragmented. The great defence and 

military projects which have been an immense stimulus to the 

American industry, need a realistic European equivalent designed 

to aerve civilian needs. Here the needs of the industry rejoin 

th~se of the user. It is a theme to which we ahnll return in 

Section B below. 
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B. Applications : Serving the needo of the User 

20. No leas important than building n strong industry ia n second 

Community objective : to promote the effective application 

of data proceaaing to the needs of the European user, in 

particular those of the public user and thoae which have nn 

international or European character. There ia much ground 

to make up, for in nll too many organisations the uae of 

computers is in ito infancy. 

Opening Bublic Burchaaes and Coordinating Public Procurement 
Policy 

21. Public uoero of information systems have nn interest, not 

merely in purchasing from the chenpeat nnd moat efficient 

supplier of oyotema, but in pooling their requirements, 

sharing in the solution of their common problema nnd thereby 

reducing cooto and achieving more efficient answers. 

22. The American industry has benefited greatly from the immense 

nnd sophisticated demands of the U.S. federal Government 

(ace Annex point 3). Stnte and city Governments and 

universities also have n number of cooperative arrangements 

for developing and pnrchaaing ayotems together nnd thus caving 

public funds. 

23. The power of procurement io already uaed today in several 

~ember states no n mean of promoting n national industry. 

That weapon, uaed nationally, not only infringes the Treaty 

but may increnoe coots to users and inhibits the European 

industry from working on a Continental scale. 

24. In reaponse to the need for the progressive nnd effective 

opening o! public aector purchasing, expreaoed at the Paris 

summit. the Commiosion has nlready proposed n aeries of legal 

measures concerned with the coordination of tendering 
• procedures in these markets. 

As a complement to these measures, the time has come to move 

on from national procurement policieo to n close collaboration 

• See document on industrial and technological policy SEC(73)1090 
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at Community level in procurement. Thin muot be deoigned to 

support rationalisation and atandardiontion, to achieve 

greater economies for the user, through joint purchasing and 

development and the construction of common networko or 

services. It must also be designed to redress the competitive 

balance by providing opportunities to European-baaed induatry. 

A syatem~tic joint analysis of futuro roquiromonts should made it 

possible to idontify well in advance arona where users can usefull~ 

collaborate on applications and benefit from joint procurement.• 

Collaboration on Applications 

25. European Governments are devoting growing resourceo to computer 

applications (see Annex point 3). How can they beat collaborate 

to pool and save scarce public funds, providing a stimulua to 

the European industry at the same time ? Collaboration on three 

links could bring benefits. 

a) Common international projecte 

26. Certain types of public application have an inherently interna

tional character. Environmental monitoring, meteorology, air, 

sen and land traffic control, customs and trade atatiatics, 

international technological information ayatems are examples. 

For such applications, international development and management 

nre 1'becoming not merely desirable, but eosentinl. The Commiaaion 

believea that the beat way to fulfil a real public need and 

stimulate the technological capability of the induatry soon ia 

to plan and implement a small number of such projecta on a cocmon 

baaia now. It has commissioned the first part of a study 

designed to help identify priority projects of this nature. 

It aoks tho Council to support auch projects and will make 

propoenle during 1974 with n view to decieion by the Council 

before the end of the year. 

• See document COM/73/459· 
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b) National needs common to several Member-States 
27. Such inherently international projects are not the only 

applications where benefits could flow from pooled resources. 

Many national or local public applications are common to 

different member states and savings could flow from collaboration 

or even joint development and procurement. Central Government 

administration, social security systems, health and hospital 

systems, education are examples. 

Two meetings of the data processing sub-committee of the PREST 

group have already uaefully he+ped the Commission to identify 

areas where collaboration or joint action would be useful; 

a continuous further process of coordination and confrontation 

will be necessary in the future to expose arena for cooperation 

or common development. 

c) Coordination 

28. In certain fields, coordination ought to be started now 

Data Banks 

29. Large banks of datn are now being established for a widening 

range of public and private users (for details see Annex point 8). 
A growing proportion of these banks in both the public and private 

sector will have an international character (banking, technolo

gical information systems, health, or police recorda), while 

in other cases (local Government, taxation, censuses), the 

difficult problema of managing the information nre being tackled 

in parallel by many public authorities throughout Europe. 

Economies and greater efficiency will result if public users 

can jointly develop new methods of programming and managing this 

information (Datn Base Management Systems), standardise the many 

features which arc necessary to facilitate communication between 

them, coordinate the planning of their introduction, and identify 

technical problema where studies and development work might 

benefit from Community support. 
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Data Communications 

30. The problema of data-communication, which may match the volume 

of voice telephone traffic in Europe within ten years (See 

Annex point 9), are increasingly a Community concern. The 

Commission ia preparing wider propoeala on telecommunications 

policy, but theae will take aome time to implement and in 

the meantime it ia important that new data-communication 

networks develop aa European systems and do not engender new 

technical divergences harmful to the uaer. The COST project 

11, though a useful pilot research scheme, does not deal with 

the practical problem of the ayatema that are actually being 

installed. A procedure for the joint planning and management 

of data networks ia needed. 

31. A further area in which coordination can usefully start now 

ia the field of health and medecine, an area of public spending 

growing in all member states. 

Industrial Applications 

32. Outside the public sector a mere effective application of data 

processing to a range of industries important for Community 

policy (shipbuilding, aircraft, textiles) could raise productivity 

and enhance the capability of the European computer industry. 

Aa in the public sector, judicious development contracts for 

applications technology could be a means. 

C. Complementary Meaeuree 

33. To provide a favourable environment for the twin policies of 

building a strong European industry and supporting the more 

effective application of computer ayatema certain additional 

measures are needed : 
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Standardization 

34. For both the user and the computer industry the development and 

effective application of common standards in hardware and software 

is an urgent priority. At present users nrc often tied to a 

particular company by the language and form of the programmes they 

usc. If n real exchange of mcthoda and n genuine market in 

qoftwnre which could liberate the user is to develop, users, 

industry and atnndardiantion organisations need to agree on and 

put into use common high level languages, for example for 

real time applications. 

35. The manufacturers of peripherals also need standard interfaces 

which will make it easy to plug ~ndependent peripherals into 

larger systems. Standards are talked about in many international 

forn. The main need nt Community level in to put a few key 

agreed otandnrdo into practice through coordinated procurement. 

Support for lensing 

36. In addition to the need for support for development, the European 

baaed hardware industry faces severe problema in financing the 

lensing of computers. Sball companieD lack the immense inward 

cash-flow entloyed by companies with n large existing customer 

base. Moreover, n company attacking n mnrkct held by nn 

established firm, with n nov range of computers, may run higher 

commercial rinks and find it difficult to lenoe on terms 

equivalent to the market lenders. 

Detailed propoaalo may be made by the Commission after diacua

oion with intere~ted pnrtiee. One possible form for support 

might be n European lensing company to back the industry. 

Education and Basic Research 

37. Neither n strong industry nor effective application of the 

computer sciences by users can be achieved without n continuing 

basic research effort nnd n etrong educational effort designed, 
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in particular, to raise standards, end the shortage of highly qua

lified people and promote mobility (see Annex point 10). There ie 

also a need to ensure that education in computer sciences is not 

tied to particular companies. Consultations have already shown 

that to meet these needs the existing high level courses ryn by 

the PREST group on Education in Computer Sciences need to be exten

ded; The social Fund* could also be used to finance training or re

conversion of manpower in certain sectors. Further initiatives may 

alec be needed to support collaboration in computing theory (where 

a European association already exists) and to establish a European 

Software Engineering Institute in the form of an association of 

national institutions developing, in particular, basic software. 

Structure of Employment 

38. The expected evolution of the sector in the next few years due to 

growth, industrial changeand alterations in requirements for skilled 

manpower will inevitably bring appreciable shifts in the structure 

of employment. The Commission intends to follow this evolution clo

sely, bearing in mind the necesai ties of regional policy and with a 

view to ensuring that social consinerations have their proper weight 

in a Community programme for the industry. 

Protecting the Citizen 

39. The creation of data banks joined incraaingly by international links 

will oblige the Community to establish common measures for protection 

of the citizen. When police, and tax, and medical recorda, and the 

files of hire purchase companies concerning individuals are held in 

data banks, the rules of access to this information become vital. 

This is n matter on which a wide debate is needed in the Community**· 

In view of its basic constitutional importance, the Commission belie

ves that public "hearings" on the matter are desirable. It would be 

better for the Community to seek a genuine political consensus on 

this matter now with n view to establishing common ground rules, than 

to be obliged to harmonise conflicting national legislation later on. 

* See document 71/66/CEE 
•• See document COM(73)1250 
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D. Community Action 

40. In the light of all these needs, the Commission submits the atta

ched draft resolution to the Council. It seeks to do three things -

to lay down the broad direction of a data processing policy for 

the Community, to provide a impetus for coordination of national 

policies in certain fields, and to pick out selected priority areas 

for common action. 

41. The procedure proposed to give a community orientation to 

policies for enooura~in~ and nror.totinu il•tn ... nroo.-,H,.i!"te't in 

particular by collaboratin~ in nroourement nolioiftn, nt•nil•rrle 

nnd applications has not so far been mentioned in this report. 

The range of subjects on which specialised groups may be neened. 

and their composition nrem varied, that it ~--ftmn ·~proprinte 
to handle this matter pragmatically, bringingwgether the 

key nntionnl officials responsible for overall policy, or 

those responsible for procurement, or those responsible for 

certain types of application, ns and where approriate. 

42. The priority for common action would be to undertake in common 

a small number of major applications development projects of an 

international character. The Commission will mnkc detailed 

proposals on these during 1974 with a view to decision by the 

end of the year. Such projects, while serving identifiable 

public needs, will also provide a stimulus for collaborative 

effort by the European industry without being dependent on nny 

particular industrial structures. 

43. The draft resolution also asks the Council to conoider (though 

not at present to commit themselveo to) possible proposals 

from the Commission for common support for selective collabo

rative industrial developments. In tho Commission's view these 

arc likely to be initially in key areao of electronic components 
and peripherals, or sor~ware. 
Here a word of explanation is needed. This report has shown 

that the crucial strategic area in which Europe should pool 

resources if its indigenous industry io to be competitive is 
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that of central processors, but it is also clear that with two 

major indigenous groups in existence this is not yet completely 

possible and that in these circumstances common funds are not appro

priate for the support of such R & D. There are however certain 

areas of electronic components and key functional subassemblies such 

as memories ("near-in peripherals") where common development now may 

be considered strategically vital and possible and may even include 

the two major computer groups which are competing together in other 

fields. Certain areas of Software development may nlso be tackled 

at once. Further consultations and technical examination are needed 

before such proposals are made. Common finance may be appropriate 

in such cases if a common industrial organisation such as a joint 

subsidiary is set up to do the job. 

44. As far as wider support for the R & D of the companies is concerned, 

the Commission has accepted in the course of examinations under 

article 92 of the Treaty that under present circum~tances existing 

aids may continue to be given on a national basis. An effort must 

however be made to move on from the limited collaboration that is 

possible in the immediate future to a systematic programme for the 

development of European data processing which would provide a frame

work for future financial support. Such a programme would cover not 

only central processors, but the development of software, electronic 

components peripherals and applications. In conjunction with Commu

nity regional policy it should also ensure a reasonable distribution 

of this growth industry throughout the Community. In this further 

phase, there is a case for introducing a larger element of common 

finance to support the overall programme. Financial support for the 

European based industry, however, should not be regarded as permanent, 

but as a temporary help designed to achieve the central objective of 

a viable European industry capable, by the early 1980s of standing 

on ita own feet. 

45. The draft resolution clearly does not cover all the needs raised in 

the Commission's communication (including for instance lensing, edu

cation and research). In such matters, further proposals will be 
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made when necessary by the Commission, against the background of the 

growing collaboration which the resolution ie deeigned to initiate 

by May 1974. This communication moreover is itself designed to 

provide no more than the essential starting point for an evol~ing 

Community policy. The Commission proposes to review progrees in a 

report on the state of data processing in the Community to be com

pleted before the end of 1975. 



DOCUMENT II 

DRAFT COUNCIL RESOLUTION ON A COMMUNITY POLICY 

FOR DATA-PROCESSING 

The Council of the European Communities 

Conscious of the importance of data-processing to the develop

ment of the Community and its position in the world ; 

Convinced that because of th1a importance Europe must contri

bute by ita own efforts to the design development and manufacture of 

data-processing systems through strong european baaed companies existing 

eide by eide with the important companies controlled from outside 

Europe both of which can prosper in an expanding market, 

Avare that the unbalanced competitive situation in the world 

computer industry makes neceeeary special measures to help european

baaed industry to become competitive on a lasting basia, 

Believing that both a stronger industry and a more efficient 

and econmmical use of resources can be obtained through collaboration 

or joint action on procurement,stnndards and applications, 

Acknowledgin~ the necessity to strengthen the european baaed 

industry by aeaociati~na between auppliera, stressing the 

efforts already made to thia end and intendin~ to give every encoura

gement to further eteps by such companies to combine their efforts, 
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b) 

c) 
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agrees in principle that the Community will 

undertake and finance in common a limited number of major 

joint development projects of international character in 

the field of applications, these to be followed by others 

as needs are identified 

intends to give a community orientation to 

policies for encouraging and promoting data-processing, in 

particular by collaborating in procurement policy, standards 

and applications and notes the Commission's intention of 

arranging progressively the moat appropriate procedures 

for realising these objectives 

considers that it is desirable to develop a 

systematic Community programme for the industrial development 

and application of data processing, once the evolution of 

industrial structure permits, with the central aim of 

establiehtng, by early 1980s, a strong and viable european 

baaed industry. 

d) will take decisions in the meantime on selective 

proposals which the Commission might present for common 

financial support for key collaborative industrial developmenta 

e) notes the Commission's intention, after appropriate 

consultations, of presenting first detailed programme 

proposals notably on the actions under a), b) and d) during 

197~ with a view to decioions by the Cou~cil by the end of 

the year and of preparing a progress report on the data 

processing sector in the Community by the end of 1975. 
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ANNEX I 

Economic data on the computer market 

1. Growth rate. 

a) "The growth rate of the computer industry is estimated at 

about 20% per annum for the coming decade 

15% in the US, 20% in Europe and 30% in Japan. 

It appears certain that between 1970 and 1980 it will become 

the third largest industry in the world, after the oil and 

motor car industrie~• 

(Source : Fourth Report from the Select Committee on Science 

and Technology, Session 70-71 (Volume 1)). 

b) Estimate of the data-processing market, including software and 

services (turnover in millions of dollars): 

Turnover in 1970 1975 1980 millions 
of 'fi TarAL SERVI<J~S TarAL StRVIGJ.!:S 'rarA.L S~RVIGJ:S 

Europe 3900 470 8100 1500 128)0 4600 
us 10650 3345 22136 9750 36600 20800 

(Source DIEBOLD 1972). 
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c) J.i'orecast s for the computer market in Europe and the Horld (in 

millions of dollars): 

Central units 

'millions of ;5 1960 196] 1970 197.? 1980 198.? 

World 1315. 2445 3500 6672 9533 13028 
us 953 1917 2205 3684 4587 6068 

Hestern .l!..'urope 265.1 345·4 693.0 1456.6 2346·4 3126.0 
of 1-rhich : 

West Germany 70.4 77.8 184.2 383.1 60).4 758.4 
Prance 49.3 67·'7 140.8 292.8 464.0 639.6 
Italy 24.2 41.5 70.0 148.6 246.7 345.7 
UK 59·7 69.7 138.7 272·4 410.7 525.8 
Other Gountries 61.5 88.7 1.:)9.3 359·7 619.9 8565 

Peripherals 

millions of ~. 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 

~1orld 1651 3192 6128 13784 23052 38394 
us 1109 2333 3644 7117 10115 16238 

Western ~'urope 414.1 612.2 1384.8 3399·9 640)1.' 10465.5 

of which: 

West Germany 109.8 136.3 372.3 893·9 1653·7 2543.1 

France 76.9 120.4 284.5 633.2 1269.1 2145.4 

It:1ly 38.0 73·7 135·3 346.7 673.( 1161.7 

UK 93.3 123.9 280.3 635.6 1121. t 17.)8.2 

other Countries 96.1 157·9 312.4 839·5 1692.1 2857·1 

(Source glectronic Industries Association -

An economic, technological, political, and social look 

ahead at the electronic industries, 1-iay 1972 1 Section III, 

'l'he electronics industry in 1985). 
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d) according to the fieures given above, the estimated growth ra"tes 

for j years are as follows : 

1970 - 1975 1975 - 1980 

I<..urope United States I!.urope United 

Central units 1105~ 67~~ 617~ 25% 
Pe!'ipherals 146% 95% 897~ 42% 

Services 2197[ 191% 207% 113~{ 

States 
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2. The m~in manuf~cturers. 

(a) Breakdown of the value of installed capacity at 1.1.1972 {ilase 100). 

IBM 

Non US manufacturers us in US 
in the US : 0 

European 6.5 
Japanese 4.) 
Others 0.5 

GEffi.lANY 

GREAT BRITAIN 

FRANCE 

ITALY 

BENELUx 

OTlli:RS 

TOTAL % 

Non US manufacturers 

outside US 

---'>~ ll.j 

(Source : Delegation a l'Informatique, Paris). 

(b) Breakdown of the West ~'uropen.n computer market between, the 
manufacturers: 

expressed as percentages of the value of the installed cap~city 

I.l::l!li HIS 

57 8 

38,4 7 

57." 18 

73 11 

60 9-5 

65 6 

59,4~ 10.0 

(source 

UNIVAU BURROUGHS uw ICL C.I.l._/ 
Slt;i;lENS a runs 
PHILIPS 

3 3 3 0.5 16.) 

3,7 3,9 1,8 34,7 o. 9 

3·5 1.5 3.) 3 12 

7 2.5 2 . .) - 2.5 

j 4 4 3 8 

4 3-5 4-5 5 2 

4. 4 I 3.12 3 ,zt 7,~ 6_,93 

Delegation a 1 1Informatique, Paris 1972). 
Department of Trade and industry, 1973) 

9 

9,6 

1 

1.5 

6.) 

10 

4,85 

1007; 

100~o 

1001. 

10016 

100% 

100% 

100~ 
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3. National helps nna other oupporte in the Community (in m1llione 
n! u.a.) : 

Belgium 

France 

West 
Germany 

UK 

Hardware 

Progress contracts: max. 25% of 
public 
contracts 
to Phillips 

1967-70: 109 

!967-70: 65 

max. 25% to 
Siemens 

1971-75: 158 

1971-7.5: 190 

Applications 

1971-73 4 

1967-70 : 7.2 
1971-75 :29 

1967-70 :1,5.6 
1971-75 :150 

1968-Sept.l976 Support :t:or ICL '"'-"144 

(Source : national delegations). 

Estimated IBM expenditure on R&D: about 6% of its total revenue 

or ~400-500 million/annum. 

(Source : Founth Report from the Select Committee on Science and 

Technology, Session 70-71 (Volume 1)). 

In 1965, however, covernment participation in the USA in R&D on 

data-processing amounted to 300 million dollars, or 49~ of the 

total R&D in this sector. 

Csource Gaps in technology 
~~ectronic computers, Table 24 - OECD, Paris, 1970_7 

4. The problems of scale faced by the ~uropean computer industry. 

A number of thresholds affect the size and viability of a computer 

manufac·l;uring firm: 

the R&D threshold; this is an absolute minimum level of resources 

necessary to obtain an objective (development of a range of computers). 

It is dependent on many factors. 
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-The marketing threshold (serv)ces and technical assistance); this 

demands a minimum volume of sales if the operations is to be 

economically justifiable. For Europe, this can be put at' 5-B% of 

tho European market. 

The European market is, at present, divided up as follows: 

(in value - source : Financial Times) 

ICL 

UNIDATA 

IBM 

HON.!!:YWELL-BULL 

7·5% 
8% 

55% 
13% 

The threshold for entry into the world market will be higher than 

that for the European market. 

The "experience curve" indicates that the unit cost of a product is 

reduced by approximately 15~{ each time the cumulative volume of 

products on the market doubles. It can be shown that the unit 

costs of IBM are about one half of those of Buropea.n based manufacturers. 

The present rate of growth (approx. 20~0) of the Community market 

shows that European manufacturers are already struggling to hold 

their share of tho market. Concentration is the only way of doing 

better. 

~Source: Towards a European policy on the EDP industry 

Y.S. HU, 1973 

Study carried out under contract from the Commission~ 

). Components 

a) The percentage of tho turnover of the electronics industry 

absorbed by data-processing is as follows (1968): 

~~c (..,_ri thout the UK) 

USA 

Japan 

19. Bj: 

23% 
9.s;r 
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b) It is estimated that in 1972 data processing used 31% of 

the semi-conductors in the EBC (377: in the United Kingdom). 

c) On the integrated circuit market in the EZC (without the UK), 
the market was shared as follows in 1970: 

Texas 

Philips Group 

ITT Group 

Motorola 

Siemens 

24% 
20~~ 

15% 

9% 

8% 

SGS 

AEG-Telefunken 

Sescosem 

Others 

5% 
55~ 

7% 

(Source La recherche et lA developpement en elAr-tronique 
dans les pays de l<> Commun...,ute et les principaux 
pays-tiers. 
BIPE study- October 1970). 

6. The softvrare industry. 

a) It is estimated that in li'rance and Great Britain in 1971 the share 

of the service companies in the turnover of the software sector 

came to 35% and 25% by value respectively. (Presse Inform~tique 

Nd 24 of 4.12.1972). 

b) In 1971 there were approxim~te1y 1000 service companies in the 

USA 1 as against 500 in F'rance and 750 in Great Britain. It is 

eotimated that 37; of the service companies accounted for 57?~ 

of the turnover of the sect or and that about 40~~ were running 

at a loos. 

c) Productivity in 1971 

Productivity of the software industry 

~lest USA 11'rance Great 
Germc:my .t:lritain 

(in millions of u.a.) 75 300 )l 40 

Share of the market held by 
the 12 main companies ...... 50~u 511~ 7Cf;0 

Data-processing specialists 
employed ................... 4200 12000 3000 

Turnover per man in u.a. 17850 25000 18500 

Orders passed by the govern-
ment (in millions of u.a.) •• 118 4 
Propovtion of software (inde-
pendent companies) be in re-
lation to hardware .......... 5·4% 8.}~; 

(Source: 0.1 Informat~que 1 no 161 B of 1·9.1971. 
" : HJ.ndelsiJla~t, 6.}.1973). 

41~;~ 

4350 

9100 

2.9 

8.35 
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7• Sh~re of the data-processing market represented by the public and 
the ancill~ry public sector: 

a) Capacity held by the central administrations (1971): 

in Prance: 12% (by number), (Source: annuaire 0.1 Informatique) 

in West Germ~y : 14.6/~ (by value) 1 (Source: Diebold). 

If the ancillary public sector is included, the proportion for 

iurope is between 20 and 30~. 

b) Service (1971) 

in l<'rance: 28%· of the turnover of the service companies 

in the United Kingdom 23% of the turnover of the service companies. 

(Source : La Pre~~e Informntique No 24 1 4.12.1972 

based on a study by SBSA-LOGIGA) 

8. SQ~mary of public-sector data-bank projecte in the countries of 
the enlarged Gonununi ty: -------------------

I" ' 
'l'otal Operating Operating or under construction 
number or under 
of con- Access Volume 
projects otruction Random Se'quen- Gom- Large Medium enum- tial bined crated 

>109c 107-109c 

Very 
Small 

(107c 

West Germany 49 23 14 13 4 4 18 -
Belgium 

Denmark 

France 

Ireland 

Italy 

Norway 

Netherlands 

UK 

(source 

13 6 1 6 1 1 4 

15 12 2 10 - 1 7 

Inquiry being carried out by the Delegation a. l 1 Informatique. 

4 4 - 4 - 1 2 

7 7 - - - - -
18 14 5 11 2 2 10 

4 2 - 2 - - 1 

20 13 5 10 2 4 5 

Document OECD DAS/SPR/71.44 - Annuaire des banques de donnees 
dans le secteur public). 

1 

4 

1 

-
2 

1 

3 
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9. Planned expenditure on data communication in the United Statos 
up to 1980 : 

a) "• •• between now and 1980, the United States will spend 250 

thousand million dollars on settin& up and developing data 

processing and telecommunications networks ••• 

These networks will be of vital importance if one considers 

that according to estimates the United States alone will, 

by 1980 1 have 2.5 million terminals permitting 2501 000 million 

operations or "calls" per year". 

(Source: Doc. SP(71)19 OECD). 

b) "··· American experts estimate that, by about 1980, 

~ 260 1 000 million will have been invested, ~160,000 million 

in computer systems and ~100,000 million in extending and 

developing telecommunications networks.'' 

(Source: same document, revision 1). 

10. Needs for comuter specialists: 

a) According to the Second West German Data-Processing Programme, 

the manpower needs at the beginning of 1978 will be 

250 1 000-400,000 (operators, programmers and analysts), 

including 200 1 000-300,000 for utilization. These figures 

are based on an average manpower of 6.9-9.0 per computer. 

At the end of 1970, computer specialists totalled about 1001000. 

b) A study by the BIPE (April 1970) estimates that in France 

1001 0ou new computer specialists will enter the profession 

betv~en 1970 and 1975· At the beginning of 1970 their 

numbers were estimated at 70,000. 

c) As regards Italy, an AICA study estimates that in the re~'iod 

1971-80 the number of graduates or holders of equivalent 

diplomas to be trained for data-processing purpoRes will be 

38 1100-54 1400 1 which probably represents ahout 20% of the 

total university degrees during this period. 
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ANNEX II 

SUMMARY OF THE COMMISSION'S COMMUNICATION 

ON A COMMUNITY POLICY FOR DATA PROCESSING 

1. The effective application and industrial development of data procea

ain~ is crucial to the ~uropean economy; 1t ia the third largest 

world induatrl, growing at 20 per cent per year in Europe; its 

applications penetrate almost every walk of life (§ 1) •. 

2. This industry ia, however, dominated by a single firm baaed 

outside Europe which has 60 per cent of the world market (§ 2). 

3· The Commission has the obligation, under Article 86 of the Treaty, 

to ensure that there ia no abuse of such a dominant poaition. The 

beat guarantee against abuse is, however, effective competition. 

A flourishing European data processing industry ought to include 

a strong european-based element. side by side with the important 

companies controlled !rom outside. In an expanding market, there 

is room for both (§ 2-4). 

4. To achieve a strong european baaed industry, the key need is to 

develop an industrial atructure capable of competing with the 

dominant producer in the aupplr of a range of central processors. 

In an endeavour to maintain a national capability, three governments 

have supported indigenous companies with finance and preferential 

purchasing. Given the amall size of the European-baaed enterpri3ea, 

(they have only 6 per cent of the world market together) there ia 

much evidence that they will need to combine forces, if they are 

to achieve long term viability, make the beat use of availablA 

funds and achieve a genuine European, indeed world dimenaion 

(§ 5-8). 

• aee corresponding paragraph of Document I 
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5. A first welcome step towardo this aim has been taken by the 

formation of the Unidata group by Siemens, CII and Philips. 

The separate commercial plana of this group and the other 

major European cnterprioe, ICL, mean, however, that a further 

regrouping between them in the near future may be difficult and 

that the immediate prospect io !or two major European Groupe 

competing with each other (§ 9-10). 

6. In thio oituation, Community policy towards the indigenouo 

industry is beat seen in two phases : In a first phase, a 

limited collaboration should be encouraged both for ende useful 

in themeelvee and as a mean of encouraging a convergence of the 

companiee with a view to a further combination late~Mhich reapecto 

the rules of competition under the Treaty.In a later phase,a more 

comprehensive pluriannual programme for the aupport of European 

data processing is dcoirable (§ 11). 

7. A policy towards the data processing industry muat take account 

of the needs of the components, peripherals and software industries, 

which together account for a large and increasing part of the 

value of computer systems (§ 11). 

8. In what is looeely-oalled "peripheralo 11 , though a variety of 

European companies have been nucceooful, the overall picture 

is one of a growing paymento deficit and technological dependance. 

Further coneideration needo to be given at Community level to 

the question whether the industry needs to develop and the 

Community to oupport an indigenouo capability to produce key 

sub-asoemblieo of computer systems (for example dioc unite) 

(§ 12-13). 

9· In electronic componento, it io eeoential f or the European 

induotry to be abreast o! the latest technologies, notably in 

the field of memory technology and eopecially Large Scale 

Integration, Further conoideration ohould be given to the 

possibility of joint support for a common development and produc

tion capability, oven during a period in vhich the major compa

nies are apart (~ 14-!5). 
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10. In software, there is a need to develop a "market'' in 

transferable software packages and to support the development 

of programmes which enable users to switch from one type 

of equipment to another. The beet way for the Community 

to stimulate the growth and strength of the software industry 

would howpver be to sponsor one or more =ajor international 

development projects which stretch ita capability (§ 16-19). 

11. Side by aide with the objective of strengthening the euro-

pean baaed industry, the Community should promote collaboration 

between users, particularly public ones, with a view to applying 

data-processing more effectively to society's needs (§ 21). 

12. In the United States, the market provided by Federal Government 

procurement has not merely served users but spurred and 

stretched the industry. In Europe, procurement policies need 

to be combined at Community level with the dual aim of 

providing analogous opportunities for the european baaed industry 

and achieving economies for users by joint purchasing and 

development (§ 22-24). 

13. In the field of applications, collaboration on three levels 

can bring benefits : 

a) certain applications have a basic international 

character (air traffic control, environmental 

monitoring, meteorology, customs and trade statistics, 

air, sea and rail freight systems for example). Major de

velopment projects in B'tch areas could also nrovide an 

impetus to thA deTelopment of the European-baaed 

industry. A small number of such ~roj~ete ~h~ul~ be 
undertaken, as soon aa project selection, planning and 

organization can be completed, to be followed by 

others as the need arises (§ 26). 
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b) in come arena, where common needa exict, !urther 

anvinga mny be achieved by apecifying requirementc 

together, and jointly developing programmes or 

ayatems which cnn then be used, in whole or in part 

in aevernl atntes : medical ayatema, aocinl aecurity 

recorda, urban traffic, control and management are 

exnmplea (§ 27); 

c) in many arena coordination of national policies mny 

bring economies and greater efficiency Data

communication and the management of dntn bnnka are 

priority exnmplea (§ 28-31). 

16. International projecta no suggeeted in 13n nbove would 

be appropriate subjecta for common financing aa would common• 

development contrncta to industry carried out jointly bF 

common subsidiaries. The Commisaion when examining national 

aida under Article 92 of the Treaty has accepted that in 

the present circumstances, existing aida to the overall R & D 

efforts of the major national companies should continue. 

However, in the later context of nn overall programme for 

Europe, providing support on n temporary basis for n regrouped 

industry, n larger element of common finance would make 

aense (s 44). 

17. There is n need to develop and apply common standards, notably 

in the fields of high level languages and electronic interfaces, 

in the intereata of both users and the induatry ns n whole. 
A combined public procurement policy nt Community level can be 

an important inatrument for getting such standards applied 
<s 34-35>· 

18. Collaboration or joint action will be needed in n number of 

other fielda, including education, training of personnel, fun

damental reaenrch, protection of software, and support for 

leaaing. The Commission will make appropriate proposals nt a 

later atnge (§ 36-37). 

• sQe footnote § 13 Document I 
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19. The Commission intendn to follow closely the evolution of 

the structures of employment, implied by the implementation 

of a Community policy, taking special account of the needs 

of regional policy (§ 38). 

20. A wide debnte ie neceneary on the nubject of the privacy 

and protection of the citizen, with a view to the development 

of a Community policy in this field. Publica hearings are 

recommended (§ 39). 

21. In the light of this situation, the Commission proposes that 

the Council resolve to encourage and support further associations 

between the companieo, to give a Community orientation to poli

cies for encouraging and promoting data-processing, notably 

by collaborating in procurement policy, standards and applica

tions, and to decide on a limited number of major common 

development projects in the field of applications before the 

end of 1974. The Commission will present a progress report 

on the evolution of the sector before the end of 1975 (§ 40 

to 45 and resolution). 




